Although artificial RNA motifs that can functionally replace the GNRA/receptor interaction, a class of RNA-RNA interacting motifs, were isolated from RNA libraries and used to generate designer RNA structures, receptors for non-GNRA tetraloops have not been found in nature or selected from RNA libraries. In this study, we report successful isolation of a receptor motif interacting with GAAC, a non-GNRA tetraloop, from randomized sequences embedded in a catalytic RNA. Biochemical characterization of the GAAC/receptor interacting motif within three structural contexts showed its binding affinity, selectivity and structural autonomy. The motif has binding affinity comparable with that of a GNRA/receptor, selectivity orthogonal to GNRA/receptors and structural autonomy even in a large RNA context. These features would be advantageous for usage of the motif as a building block for designer RNAs. The isolated motif can also be used as a query sequence to search for unidentified naturally occurring GANC receptor motifs.
INTRODUCTION
Similar to proteins, several classes of RNAs exhibit their functions depending on their complex and defined 3D structures. Phylogenetic studies of these RNAs, including catalytic RNAs (ribozymes) and gene-controlling RNAs (riboswitches), have revealed that they are composed of recurrently occurring local sequences, so-called RNA motifs. X-ray crystallographic and NMR studies of RNAs have further elucidated that the RNA motifs are conserved at the level of tertiary rather than primary structure (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) . The finding and elucidation of RNA motifs yield insights into the principles of RNA folding and the design of RNA architectures in a bottom-up manner.
RNA motifs are frequently involved in RNA-RNA tertiary interactions, which consist of ordered and stacked arrays of non-Watson-Crick base pairs (3) . Among these interactions, GNRA tetraloops (where N stands for any nucleotide, and R for A or G) and their receptor motifs are most abundantly used in naturally occurring RNA structures (6) (7) (8) (9) . The most primitive and common receptor motif for a GUAA tetraloop is a tandem of two G:C pairs in the RNA duplex in which recognition is mediated by a lock-and-key mechanism based on the shape complementarity between the two rigid elements (GUAA loop and GG:CC base pairs) (10) . The most sophisticated receptor motif is the 11 nucleotide receptor, or R (11 nt) , that strongly recognizes a GAAA loop in a highly specific manner (7, 9, (11) (12) (13) . In molecular recognition between R(11 nt) and GAAA, an induced-fit mechanism was observed in which the binding of the rigid GAAA loop induces structural rearrangement in the R(11 nt) motif (14) .
In addition to the naturally occurring examples, several artificial receptor motifs for GNRA loops, such as GGAA and GUAA, have been generated by in vitro selection, or SELEX (15) (16) (17) . To expand the repertory of modular RNA-RNA interacting motifs beyond GNRA loops, a receptor motif for a naturally occurring internal loop (C-loop) was isolated using a selection system with the cisDSL ribozyme-a class of RNA-RNA ligases-the catalytic activity of which depends on the tertiary interaction (18) . The interacting motif of the C-loop and its artificial receptor is the first and sole example of an artificial interaction that can functionally replace the GNRA/receptor interactions. Naturally occurring RNA uses several classes of tetraloops as modular structural elements (19) , but there have been no previous reports of modular receptor motifs for non-GNRA tetraloops. Thus, identification of modular receptors specific to non-GNRA tetraloops from naturally occurring RNA or artificial RNA sequence libraries would expand the variety of designer RNAs.
In this study, we identified a motif recognizing a GAAC tetraloop from artificial RNA sequence libraries. The GANC tetraloop has been reported as a novel tetraloop *To whom correspondence should be addressed. Tel: +81 92 802 2866; Fax: +81 92 802 2867; Email:yikawa@cstf.kyushu-u.ac.jp class in group II introns because the GANC loop folds in a manner close to, but distinct from, the GNRA-fold ( Figure  1A and B) (20, 21) . In the crystal structure of a group II intron from Oceanobacillus iheyensis, the GAAC tetraloop forms a stacking interaction between the first A of GAAC and a distant part of the intron. The single base-stacking interaction seemingly contributes to establishment of the 3D structure of the group IIC intron as part of multiple tertiary interactions. This stacking interaction, however, seems too weak to apply as a modular part to construct artificial RNA 3D structures and assemblies. This observation prompted us to carry out in vitro selection of GAAC receptors. The isolated receptor motif is the first modular receptor for the non-GNRA tetraloop. Binding affinity, selectivity and modularity of the selected receptor were characterized with catalytic RNAs and a self-assembling RNA.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Library design and RNA preparation
RNA libraries were designed based on the cisDSL ribozyme essentially as described previously with several modifications (18) . In this study, GAAA loop and R(11 nt) in L1 and P3b region of the DSL ribozyme were replaced by GAAC and 27 random nucleotides, respectively ( Figure 1C ). The RNA library was synthesized by in vitro run-off transcription of DNA templates containing target GAAC sequence and the randomized region. The resulting RNA was purified on 10% denaturing gel. TectoRNAs, cisDSL and Tetrahymena intron ribozymes were also prepared by run-off transcription using PCR-amplified DNA templates. 5 0 -end labelled RNAs were purchased from JBios and IDT. 3 0 -end labelled RNAs with Alexa Fluor 488 hydrazide derivative (Invitrogen) were prepared as previously reported (22) . Sequences of oligonucleotides used are listed in Supplementary Table S1, S3 and S6.
In vitro selection
In vitro selection was performed as described previously (18) (Supplementary Methods). Ligation reaction with libraries and biotinylated substrate RNA was performed under 50 mM MgCl 2 , 25 mM KCl and 30 mM Tris-Cl (pH 7.5) at 37 C. Reaction time was gradually shortened with each round. After five rounds of selection, RNA libraries were subjected to ligation reaction with 5 0 -FAM-labelled substrate RNA in the selection buffer for 10 h, and then the mixtures were separated on 9% denaturing PAGE. The ligated products visualized by fluorescence from the attached FAM were recovered and used as a template for reverse transcription. The resulting cDNA was amplified by PCR and cloned into pGEM T-Vector (Promega) for blue-white screening. Forty-nine clones were sequenced. One dominant and two minor sequences were subjected to secondary structure prediction using mFold (23) . Then, the doped libraries were synthesized by mutation at a rate of 45% or 15% per position into the receptor sequence. Preparation of the RNA libraries was performed as described above. After two rounds of selection, the doped libraries were cloned and sequenced as described above.
Catalytic assay of the ribozymes
The ribozyme dissolved in distilled water was denatured at 80 C for 3 min, and then snap-cooled on ice for 2 min. Tenfold reaction buffer was added prior to incubation at the appropriate temperature and time indicated in the figure legend. Then, reactions were started by adding 5 0 -FAM-labelled substrate, and stopped by mixing equal amounts of aliquots of reaction mixture and stop solution containing 75% formamide, 0.10 M EDTA and 0.01% bromophenol blue at each time point. The mixtures were separated on denaturing gels (8% acrylamide for cisDSL, and 15% for intron ribozyme). Fluorescence intensities of the bands of products and substrates were quantified by Pharos FX FluoroImager (BioRad). The data were fitted to the following equation:
where t is time, k is the observed rate constant for formation of the product (k obs ) and F a is the calculated final yield. All experiments were repeated at least twice.
The mean values are shown in the figures, and error bars indicate the minimal and maximal values. Gel mobility shift assay of tectoRNA 
Chemical probing experiments with DMS and CMCT
Chemical modification experiments with dimethyl sulphate (DMS) and 1-cyclohexyl-3-(2-morpholinoethyl)-carbodiimide metho-p-toluenesulfonate (CMCT) were performed essentially as described previously (24, 25) . Chemically modified nucleotides were detected as stops of reverse transcription (26) . The resulting cDNA fragments were separated by electrophoresis using DNA sequencer (4300 DNA Analyzer; Li-COR). SemiAutomated Footprinting Analysis software (SAFA) was used to quantify band intensities at single-nucleotide resolution (27) . Each band was assigned by comparing the modified sample's lane to sequencing ladders run on the same gel. Modification intensities of each nucleotide were normalized by dividing it by sum of intensity of the corresponding lane, and normalized values were averaged from two independent experiments.
RESULTS
Selection of GAAC receptor motif
To isolate modular receptor motifs for non-GNRA tetraloops from an RNA library, we chose the GAAC tetraloop, a frequent sequence in the GANC family, as a target and applied a selection system developed by Ohuchi and coworkers (18) . This system is based on the cisDSL ribozyme that ligates its 5 0 terminus to a short RNA fragment aligned as part of the substrate P1 helix ( Figure 1C ) (28) . Bond-forming reaction in the P1 helix is promoted by the catalytic module in the P3 element, and the association between the P1 helix and catalytic module is established by the GAAA/R(11 nt) interaction between L1 and P3b. Therefore, recognition of the L1 tetraloop by the receptor in P3b is tightly coupled with the catalytic activity of the ribozyme.
In the designed RNA libraries, the L1 GAAA loop and R(11 nt) module in cisDSL were replaced with the GAAC loop and 27 random nucleotides, respectively ( Figure 1C ). Among the 27 nucleotides, first and last nucleotides were assigned to be purine (R) and pyrimidine (Y) bases, because the R-Y pair is essential to establish the active catalytic module (28, 29) . Because the docking of the substrate P1 helix to the catalytic module is directly governed by the interaction between L1 and P3b, ligation-dependent selection of the library will enrich receptors for the L1 GAAC loop. Active RNA molecules, which were covalently joined with a biotinylated RNA substrate, were recovered by selective capture with streptavidin-magnetic beads. In addition to the library with a GAAC loop in place of the parent L1 GAAA, we constructed another two libraries with the L1 GAAC loop and a single-base pair insertion or deletion in the P1b region (+1 or À1 bp) because the relative position and orientation between the GAAC loop and the putative receptor are unpredictable.
Ligation reactions of the three libraries (designated as libraries {7}, {8} and {6} with 7, 8 and 6 bp in the P1b region, respectively) with the biotinylated substrate RNA were performed individually (Supplementary Table S2 ). After five rounds of selection, catalytic activity was observed in the pool from library {6}. The ligated products, which were purified by denaturing PAGE, were cloned and sequenced. Of 49 clones picked randomly from the product pool, 47 had an identical sequence, termed R(GAACwt), in the randomized region ( Figure 2A ). The other two clones also had R(GAACwt)-like sequences with a single-base insertion or substitution, and were designated as R(GAAC_ins) or R(GAAC_sub), respectively.
Secondary structures of the three receptors were predicted using mFold under the constraint that the first and last nucleotides form a base pair corresponding to the R-Y pair (23) . R(GAACwt) can form an asymmetric internal loop with 6 and 8 nucleotides capped with a pentaloop hairpin ( Figure 2A ). The ligation activity of each clone of the three cisDSL ribozymes was evaluated with the buffer used for selection ( Figure 2B ). In this study, we will refer to the cisDSL ribozyme consisting of one L1 tetraloop (L1) and one receptor (R) as DSL_L1{n}_R where 'n' denotes the number of base pairs (bp) in the P1b region of the ribozyme ( Figure 1C ). The ligation product of DSL_L(GA AC){6}_R(GAACwt) was observed in 27% yield after 8 h. The activity of DSL_L(GAAC){6}_R(GAAC_ins) (38% after 8 h) was higher than that of DSL_L (GAAC){6}_R(GAACwt). DSL_L(GAAC){6}_R(GAAC_sub) was poorly active presumably due to deformation of the receptor structure induced by base substitution. We therefore prepared a variant [DSL_L(GAAC){6}_R(GAAC)] in which the internal loop was closed with four consecutive base pairs capped by a UUCG loop (Figure 2A right) . We used the UUCG loop to cap P3b because the secondary structures of R(GAACwt) and R(GAAC_ins) would be further stabilized by the extraordinary stability of the UNCG hairpin structures (30) . The activity of DSL_L (GAAC){6}_R(GAAC) (60% after 8 h) was higher than those of any of the selected clones, indicating the predicted structure involving the asymmetric internal loop with 6 and 8 nucleotides would be active form. Therefore, we defined the 20 nucleotides in the selected sequence as a consensus of the GAAC receptor motif (numbered nucleotides in Figure 2A right).
We then performed the second selection experiment with the doped libraries to optimize the receptor motif and identify the nucleotides important to folding and/or interaction with the GAAC loop. Starting from 45%-doped library based on DSL_L(GAAC){6}_ R(GAAC), two rounds of selection enriched sequences maintaining the predicted secondary structure of the parent motif ( Figure 2C and Supplementary Figure S1 ). The high degree of nucleotide conservation of the internal loop region of the receptor indicated that most of the original nucleotides were functionally important. Activity assay indicated that selected variants had activity comparable with or lower than the original clone ( Figure 2C) . Continuation of the selection round and another selection with the mixed library of 15%-and 45%-doped sub-libraries only resulted in enrichment of the parent R(GAAC) motif (Supplementary  Tables S4 and S5 ).
Evaluation of binding affinity, specificity and modularity of the GAAC/R(GAAC) interaction in three structural contexts Structural context of the DSL ribozyme where the GAAC/R(GAAC) motif evolved To gain insight into binding properties of the R(GAAC) motif, a series of combinations of tetraloops and receptors were embedded in the L1 and P3b regions of the cisDSL ribozyme scaffold. DSL_L(GAAC){6}_R(GAAC) gave the ligation product in 60% yield in 8 h reaction. The effects of the length of P1b were examined using DSL_L(GAAC){5}_R(GAAC), DSL_L(GAAC){7}_R (GAAC) and DSL_L(GAAC){8}_R(GAAC); these variants were either hardly active or inactive ( Figure 3A ). These observations indicated that the GAAC/R(GAAC) interaction is critically dependent on the relative position between the loop and the receptor, as observed in the naturally occurring GAAA/R(11 nt) interaction (31) . To determine whether recognition by the R(GAAC) requires only the GAAC tetraloop region, we altered the base pair (C-G) closing the L1 loop with a G-C pair. The resulting variant was designated as DSL_L(gGAACc){6}_R(GAAC). This mutation caused no severe reduction of the ribozyme activity, suggesting that the receptor recognizes the L1 GAAC loop in a hairpin form of the P1b element ( Figure 3A) . We examined whether the receptor generally recognizes the GANC loop family or is highly specific to GAAC. No ligation ability was detected in variants with GAGC, GACC and GAUC L1 loops, indicating that the selected receptor was highly specific to the GAAC loop ( Figure 3B ). Furthermore, the R(11 nt) motif with L1 GAAC loop also showed no activity, suggesting that GAAC/R(GAAC) and GAAA/R(11 nt) interactions are orthogonal to each other ( Figure 3B ).
Simple structural context of the tectoRNA assembling via loop/receptor interactions As the GAAC receptor was evolved in the context of the cisDSL ribozyme, it was important to determine whether the motif works as a module in different structural contexts. As an alternative structural context that is simpler than that of the cisDSL, we chose a selfassembling tectoRNA, which assembles via two sets of loop/receptor interacting motifs separated by RNA duplexes with appropriate length ( Figure 4A ) (32) . To compare the binding properties of the selected motif with those of the GNRA receptors, we prepared a series of heterodimeric tectoRNAs bearing one GAAA/R(11 nt) module as a common clamp and another interacting module as an analyte. In this structural context, the loop/receptor interaction of analytes can be readily and semiquantitatively analysed by gel mobility shift assay (17, 32) . In the presence of 15 mM Mg 2+ ions, a heterodimer formed through the GAAC/R(GAAC) interaction showed a dissociation constant (K d ) of 2.4 ± 0.36 nM, which was comparable with K d (8.3 ± 0.97 nM) of a heterodimer formed through the GGAA/R(1) interaction that has the highest affinity among artificial GNRA loop/receptor interactions ( Figure 4B ) (17) . On the other hand, no complex formation was observed in the case of tectoRNAs having mismatched combinations of loop/receptors, such as GNRA/ R(GAAC) and GAAC/R(GNRA) (Supplementary Figure  S2) . These results were fully consistent with those of the cisDSL ribozyme activity assay and again indicated that the interaction of GAAC and its receptor is highly orthogonal to a class of GNRA loop/receptor modules.
Complex structural context of a naturally occurring group I intron ribozyme To further demonstrate the structural modularity of the GAAC receptor motif, we introduced the GAAC/ R(GAAC) into a third structural context that is more complex than cisDSL. We used a naturally occurring group I ribozyme from the Tetrahymena large ribosomal subunit RNA using the GAAA/R(11 nt) module in its P4-P6 domain. In the cisDSL ribozyme, the substrate recognition was fully dependent on the L1_loop/ P3b_receptor interaction. On the other hand, the large and complex Tetrahymena ribozyme structure is supported by multiple redundant tertiary interactions, in which disruption of one interaction [GAAA/R(11 nt) module] reduces but does not abolish its catalytic activity. Multiple redundant tertiary interactions involving the GAAA/R(11 nt) module also determine the multistep folding process of the Tetrahymena ribozyme (33) (34) (35) (36) (37) . Characterization of the GAAC/R(GAAC) module in a complex RNA structure was carried out with a derivative of the Tetrahymena ribozyme lacking long-range L2-L5c base pairs ( Figure 5A ). The hydrolytic endonuclease reaction was used because this reaction sensitively reflects the effects of the loop/receptor interaction. We prepared three classes of variant with different L5b tetraloops (UUCG, GAAA or GAAC). Each class had three ribozymes with different P6 regions [BP, R(11 nt) or R(GAAC)]. We used a UUCG loop because the folded UNCG loops not only stabilize the hairpin structure (30) but also are incapable of forming long-range tertiary interactions (38) .
The first class variants shared the L5b UUCG loop disrupting L5b-P6 interaction regardless of the receptor motif in the P6 region. Tet_L(UUCG)_BP and Tet_L (UUCG)_R(11 nt) were moderately active because the core elements could be folded correctly due to other tertiary interaction ( Figure 5B ). On the other hand, Tet_ L(UUCG)_R(GAAC) was almost completely inactive, possibly because the R(GAAC) motif disturbs the tertiary folding of the intron and/or deforms its local structures, such as the neighbouring P6 element involved in the catalytic core.
The second class of variants had the GAAA loop in L5b. The wild-type [Tet_L(GAAA)_R(11 nt)] exhibited the highest activity, indicating establishment of the L5b-P6 interaction ( Figure 5C ). The variant with L(GAAA)/ R(GAAC) motif was still nearly inactive. In the case of P6_BP mutants, replacement of the L5b UUCG loop with the GAAA loop gave modest improvement of the activity ( Figure 5B and C) , probably due to a gain of A-minor interactions between GNRA-type tetraloops and a minor grove of the RNA duplex (17, 39, 40) .
The third class of variants sharing the L5b GAAC loop were then tested ( Figure 5D ). The activity of the mutant with R(GAAC) motif was as high as that of the wild-type, indicating docking of the GAAC loop into the R(GAAC) motif in the P6 region. The resulting GAAC/R(GAAC) interaction could fully replace the parent GAAA/R(11 nt) interaction. Interestingly, substitution of the L5b UUCG loop with the GAAC loop modestly improved the activities of the ribozymes with the R(11 nt) motif and the P6_BP element ( Figure 5B and D) , although the extent of improvement was lower than in the case of substitution with GAAA loop (Figure 5B and C) . This observation suggested the presence of weak interactions between the L5b GAAC loop and the R(11 nt) and duplex in P6, which were difficult to detect in simpler structural contexts.
Chemical probing of GAAC/R(GAAC) interaction in the three structural contexts
To obtain structural information regarding the GAAC/ R(GAAC) interacting motif in the different contexts, chemical modification was performed with the simple (tectoRNA), standard (cisDSL ribozyme) and complex (Tetrahymena ribozyme) structural contexts.
According to the previous structural analysis of the GAAA/R(11 nt) interaction, the structural changes of the tetraloop/receptor interaction can be classified into two steps-Mg 2+ -dependent folding of the isolated loop and receptor (abbreviated as folding) and docking of the two components (abbreviated as docking) ( Figure 6A and B). Structural changes occurring in the respective steps can be evaluated by comparing the chemical modification profiles of matched and mismatched combinations of loop/receptor motifs in the presence or absence of Mg 2+ ions.
Mg
2+
-dependent folding of isolated GAAC loop and R(GAAC) It is well known that tertiary folding of RNA structures as well as their local elements involving RNA motifs requires metal ions (41, 42) . Therefore, we evaluated the Mg 2+ -dependent folding of isolated GAAC loop and R(GAAC) using homodimerization-deficient mutants of tectoRNA ( Figure 6C ). Chemical probing was carried out using DMS and CMCT, which have been used to probe the solvent accessibility of the Watson-Crick (WC) edge of nucleobases. Modification-dependent termination of reverse transcription allows us to detect DMS modifications at N1 of adenines and N3 of cytosines and CMCT modifications at N1 of guanines and N3 of uridines (26) . The structural changes of the isolated GAAC loop were characterized using a homodimerization-deficient RNA lacking R(GAAC) [tecto_L(GAAC)_R (11 nt)]. Modification of L_A2 and L_A3 in the GAAC loop was unchanged upon addition of Mg 2+ , suggesting that no large structural changes were induced in the GAAC loop by Mg 2+ ( Figure 6C ). Mg 2+ -dependent structural changes of the isolated R(GAAC) motif was also evaluated using another homodimerization-deficient mutant lacking the GAAC loop [tecto_L(GAAA)_R(GAAC)]. In the presence of 15 mM Mg 2+ , three adenines in the receptor (A6, A7 and A14) were strongly modified, whereas four nucleotides in the receptor (A2, A3, U16 and U17) were protected from modification ( Figure 6D top) , indicating that Mg 2+ induced folding of the R(GAAC) in the isolated state. These chemical probing data suggest a possible 2D structure of the R(GAAC) motif that has two canonical AU base pairs in the internal loop ( Figure 6C ).
Structural change upon docking between GAAC loop and receptor
We next investigated the homodimeric RNA [tecto_L(GAAC)_R(GAAC)] with 15 mM Mg 2+ to determine the effects of loop/receptor docking. In the dimerized state, two adenines in the GAAC loop were slightly protected ( Figure 6C ). In R(GAAC) forming the tectoRNA homodimer, although the modification pattern was similar to that of the dimerization-deficient mutant,U16, U17 and U20 showed further protection upon dimerization ( Figure 6D, middle) . Considering the fact that U16, U17 and C18 were conserved in the active sequences recovered from doped selection (Supplementary Figure S1) , the UUC trinucleotides may directly participate in the recognition of the GAAC tetraloop.
The modification data obtained by probing the folding and docking processes indicated that R(GAAC) was structured in a Mg 2+ -dependent manner and docking of the loop/receptor motif rigidified the structure of the RNA receptor motif without large structural rearrangement. In the GAAC loop, two adenines were slightly protected upon docking ( Figure 6C ). This observation, taken together with the observation that the third nucleotide of GAAC loop critically determines the catalytic activity of the cisDSL (Figure 3B ), suggested that the WC edges of the two adenines in the GAAC loop would be involved in the interaction with the receptor motif.
Metal ion specificity of the GAAC/R(GAAC) interaction
The roles of metal ions in the functional RNAs are major and important issues in RNA biochemistry (41, 42) . However, the analysis of metal ion dependency of ribozymes is usually complicated because the effects of metal ions must be classified according to structural and catalytic roles. Therefore, metal ion dependency on the GAAC/receptor interaction was investigated using the tectoRNA, non-catalytic RNA.
DMS Figure S3) . These observations strongly suggested that Ca 2+ can induce docking of L(GAAC)/R(GAAC). In fact, gel mobility shift assay with Ca 2+ ions experimentally confirmed the tectoRNA dimerization induced by Ca 2+ (Supplementary Figure S4) . In contrast, addition of an excess of K + did not alter the modification pattern, suggesting that K + does not support the interaction (Supplementary Figure S3) . Modification patterns with Mn 2+ or Co NH 3 ð Þ
3+
6 were closer to that without metal ions than that with Mg 2+ . These observations were consistent with the fact that Mn 2+ ions, which support catalysis by the original DSL ribozyme, did not support the reaction of DSL_L(GAAC){6}_R(GAAC) (Supplementary Figure S5) .
Module independency and mutational effects analysed in the cisDSL context
In the context of the cisDSL ribozyme, the P3b receptor motif neighbours the catalytic module. Thus, folding interdependency between the two modules, which may be an issue from the viewpoint of RNA tectonics, was analysed by DMS. Comparative DMS modification analysis of the parent [DSL_L(GAAC){6}_R(GAAC)] and L1 UUCG mutant [DSL_L(UUCG){6}_R(GAAC)] indicated that folding of the catalytic module is dependent on Mg 2+ ions but independent of the loop/receptor interaction (Supplementary Figure S6) . Structural independency between the catalytic module and R(GAAC) in cisDSL was also confirmed from the observation that DMS modification patterns of the R(GAAC) motif folded by Mg 2+ and docked with L1 GAAC loop in the cisDSL ribozyme were closely similar to those in the tectoRNA and the intron ribozyme (Supplementary Figure S7) . Thus, the GAAC receptor can be regarded as an independent module, although it should be noted that in the absence of Mg 2+ , the R(GAAC) motif in cisDSL would be less structured or flexible than the motif in tectoRNA because the motif in the former context is more accessible to DMS ( Figure S7) . The structure-function relationship of the R(GAAC) motif was analysed using less active cisDSL mutants that survived after doped selection. DMS modification was applied to four variants (clone_2, _19, _26 and _59) ( Figure 7A ). Modification levels in receptor regions differed among the variants. For example, DSL_L(GAAC){6}_R(GAAC) showed higher modification in A6-7 than A1-3 ( Figure 7C ).
In contrast, these five adenines showed similar extents of modification in the less active clone_2, which had a single-nucleotide substitution that can provide one additional base pair. As the original receptor does not have a canonical base pair in this position, the new base pair may disturb or reduce the correct folding of the receptor motif. DMS modification of the four mutants suggested a correlation between the activity of each mutant and its DMS modification profile because the mutant receptors, the modification patterns of which were similar to that of the parent motif sequence, showed similar catalytic activity to the parent ribozyme ( Figure 7B and C).
Structural probing of the GAAC/R(GAAC) interaction in the complex structural context DMS modification of the GAAC/R(GAAC) interaction in the context of the Tetrahymena ribozyme provided the relationship between the secondary structure and the ribozyme function that relies on the complex and precise formation of its active 3D structure. For this purpose, modification patterns of fully active Tet_L(GAAC)_ R(GAAC) and virtually inactive Tet_L(UUCG)_R (GAAC) were compared. The two intron ribozymes showed similar modification patterns in their R(GAAC) and neighbouring catalytic core (Supplementary Figure  S8) , suggesting that disruption of GAAC/R(GAAC) interaction does not cause large deformation of secondary structure of the catalytic core and confirmed the modular independency of the receptor motif. The large difference in the catalytic activity between the two ribozymes ( Figure 5 ) may originate from small structural differences at the 3D structure level, such as local misfolding seen in the late folding step of this ribozyme (43) .
DISCUSSION
The first non-GNRA tetraloop/receptor motif The R(GAAC) motif selected in this study is the first receptor motif for non-GNRA tetraloops. All tetraloop receptors artificially generated to date have targeted GNRA-type tetraloops (15, 16, 17) . As the GAAC loop/ receptor motif reported here showed modularity between three different contexts and orthogonality to GNRA/ receptor motifs, this novel RNA-RNA interacting motif would expand the modular tools for constructing a variety of designer RNAs. Natural evolution or artificial generation of tetraloop receptors may depend on accessibility of base edges of target tetraloops. The structures of GNRA tetraloops elucidated to date by NMR spectroscopy and X-ray crystallography have the canonical form shown in Figure 1A , in which the last three nucleotides expose their WC edges and upper surface of continuous base stacking. These geometric features of the GNRA tetraloops can act as a handle for interacting with receptors. The structure of the GAAC loop in the group IIC intron is similar to that of the GAAA loop, and biochemical data using DMS modification indicated that base edges of the GAAC tetraloop in the isolated state are accessible by solvents. Therefore, other tetraloops with exposed baseedges, such as UNAC (44) and AUCG (45) tetraloops, could have receptors in nature or selected from RNA libraries. On the other hand, considering the limited number of solvent-accessible base-edges of UNCG tetraloops (38), we estimate that receptors for UNCG tetraloops would be difficult to isolate from RNA libraries or to evolve in natural RNA. 
Biochemical properties of the GAAC receptor and its interaction with the GAAC loop
Chemical modification experiments in the three different structural contexts commonly suggested no large structural rearrangement in the receptor motif upon complexation with the GAAC loop. On the other hand, folding of the receptor motif is highly dependent on Mg 2+ ions, which can be substituted by Ca 2+ ions. The GAAC receptor motif seems to preorganize its structure in the presence of Mg 2+ in the isolated state. Docking of the preorganized GAAC receptor with the GAAC loop would rigidify the structure of the receptor, resulting in a similar, but enhanced, chemical modification pattern (Figure 6D docking) . Therefore, in contrast to the GAAA/R(11 nt) that interacts in an induced-fit mechanism (14) , the GAAC/R(GAAC) motif may interact in a lock-and-key mechanism. These observations suggest that the R(GAAC) motif forms a particular 3D structure in the presence of Mg 2+ ions. At present, prediction of the tertiary structure of the R(GAAC) motif is difficult mainly due to the restricted phylogenetic variation. Direct structural determination with X-ray crystal structural analysis and NMR spectroscopy would be best approaches to elucidate its 3D structure because the motif functions in the structural contexts useful for X-ray crystal structural analysis (Tetrahymena intron) and NMR study (tectoRNA).
Biochemical analysis indicated that the GAAC/ R(GAAC) interaction generated in the presence of Mg 2+ was supported by Ca 2+ but not by Mn
2+
. In the case of the GAAA/R(11 nt) interaction, which can also be supported by Ca 2+ and Mn
, metal ions contribute mainly to organization of the receptor motif because the GAAA loop does not coordinate divalent metal ions. In the case of the GAAC/R(GAAC) interaction, however, the role of metal ions may be more complex because GAAC loop specifically coordinates a Mg 2+ ion in the crystal structure (20, 21) .
The GAAC/R(GAAC) motif in the three different contexts
We installed the GAAC/R(GAAC) motif in three RNA structures with different complexities by substituting their GAAA/R(11 nt) motifs. For comparison between the GAAC/R(GAAC) motif and the GAAA/R(11 nt) motif, we consider three factors affecting the basic properties of RNA-RNA tertiary interaction that are: (i) the binding affinity between the tetraloop and its receptor; (ii) relative orientation between a tetraloop and its receptor; (iii) structural autonomy by which the structural modularity is preserved in the complex structural context. Analysis using tectoRNA showed that the affinity of the GAAC/ R(GAAC) pair was comparable with that of the GGAA/ R(1) pair (Figure 4) (17) . The relative orientation between the tetraloop and its receptor is crucially important in the case that the interaction directly affects chemical transformations. In the family of GNRA loop and its receptor interactions, the relative orientation between the tetraloop and receptors is highly preserved because the A-minor interaction between conserved G-C pair and the last adenine in the loop is used as a common mode of interaction that determines the relative position and orientation (10, 17) . On the other hand, the activity assay of the cisDSL ribozyme indicated that the ribozyme with the GAAC/R(GAAC) motif is less active than the parent ribozyme bearing GAAA/R(11 nt). In the context of the class DSL ribozyme, it has been shown that GGAA/R(1) can replace GAAA/R(11 nt) without reduction of activity (46) . Thus, these observations suggest that relative orientation and position between the GAAC loop and R(GAAC) motif are slightly deviated from those between the GNRA loops and their receptors. This deviation may sensitively affect the catalytic ability of the DSL ribozyme but be compensated by flexibility of RNA duplex in the contexts of tectoRNA and the Tetrahymena intron ribozyme.
The structural autonomy of the receptor motif is important to ensure the formation of a defined structure within the context with long and complex sequence, such as ribozymes and riboswitches within mRNAs. Although this issue is not important in the context of cisDSL and tectoRNA because their folding process must be simple, it becomes crucial in the context of the Tetrahymena intron. In the Tetrahymena intron with mismatched loop/receptor pair, the mutants with R(GAAC) motif was hardly active while the mutants with R(11 nt) motif retained considerable activity ( Figure 5 ). These observations suggest that the R(GAAC) motif is prone to induce misfolding and/or inactive structure presumably because of its structure lacking WC-base pairs. This observation is consistent with the fact that the order of the activity of mutants having L5b UUCG loop lacking the loop/receptor interaction is BP variant > R(11 nt) > R(GAAC) because stable base pairs in BP mutant were most resistant to form alternative structures. In the context of Tetrahymena intron RNA in this study, the relatively weak structural autonomy of R(GAAC) was completely complemented upon the docking with L5b GAAC loop ( Figure 5D ). This structural fragility of R(GAAC), however, does not complement in the more complex structural and environmental context because in vivo splicing assay in Escherichia coli, in which the production of LacZ reporter gene is governed by the self-splicing of the ribozyme, showed that the intron with GAAC/R(GAAC) pair had no observable splicing, while the UUCG/BP pair and UUCG/ R(11 nt) pair were less efficient than the parent construct with GAAA/R(11 nt) but still produced detectable amounts of the reporter protein (Supplementary Figure S9) . This result suggested that R(GAAC) has a negative effect on the Tetrahymena ribozyme in the context of LacZ mRNA expressed in E.coli.
Evolutionary aspect of R(GAAC) motif
Modular receptor motifs for GAAC loop have not been found in naturally occurring RNAs. Therefore, the isolation of the R(GAAC) motif in this study not only suggests the possibility of the existence of naturally occurring modular receptors recognizing GANC loop, but provides a possible probe motif for use in searching for as yet unidentified naturally occurring GANC receptor motifs. On the other hand, natural evolution of the RNA motifs involves selection pressures more complex than those in the in vitro selection/evolution technique. Therefore, further evolution of the R(GAAC) to adapt to in vivo conditions, or artificial generation of the motif family to recognize GANC loops other than GAAC are important issues as the next steps prior to searching for unidentified naturally occurring GANC receptor motifs.
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